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2 Executive summary
Dirt Art were engaged by Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service to conduct a trail audit and assessment of the existing mountain bike trails in
the Nerang National Park (NNP). The NNP has a well-established network of existing mountain bike, walking, and share-use trails. After many
years of informal and formal trail development and refinement, the trail network is overdue for a detailed audit and formal assessment. Dirt
Art has assessed existing trails based on their compliance with current International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA) guidelines, ride quality,
network quality, general sustainability, usage, and potentials for expansions to the existing network. The purpose of this trail audit report is to
provide a clear pathway for relevant stakeholders and land managers to make informed decisions about potential upgrades to trail facilities
and infrastructure to meet the demands of a rapidly growing sport and recreational activity.
NNP trails have been developed professionally, and by volunteers in both a formal and informal fashion. As a general rule, trails to the east of
the venue are more formal and consistent, whilst trails further to the west are informal and highly varied in their quality. The trails are generally
good-quality and provide a fun and engaging trail experience for users – especially beginner to intermediate riders. In recent times, the trail
network has seen substantial growth in visitation, which may be attributed to factors such as the network’s accessibility; both in regard to the
physical location of the park as well as the trail difficulty suiting a broad range of riders. The volume of trail and general abundance of flowy
and moderately undulating terrain also have a positive impact on the desirability of users to visit the location.
The Trail Audit Report (TAR) process undertaken by Dirt Art has been based around the following strategic objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a framework to empower and facilitate Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) and other land managers/stakeholders
with the ongoing management and development of the trail network
Document and assess the existing trails within the network and recommend any upgrade or remediation works in order to align trails
with current IMBA standards
Identify locations appropriate for the placement of trail counters to effectively measure trail usage and provide valuable data to inform
future developments
Investigate a range of new connecting trail opportunities and highlight areas of potential future network expansion
Undertake a public consultation phase to gain an understanding of key wants and needs of local riders
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Anecdotally, NNP is one of the most popular trail networks in Queensland, and with a rapidly growing mountain bike population, demands on
the network will continue to increase. The NNP trails form a highly valuable component of the recreational mountain bike trail offering in
South East Queensland, with visitation notably increasing post the Commonwealth Games. As a whole, Dirt Art has been impressed with the
overall quality of the trails and cohesive nature of the network. The existing trail network is a valuable asset for the local community and a
diverse range of users is represented in the day-to-day activities evident within the grounds of the given site. The popularity of mountain
biking on the NNP trails is apparent throughout the network, with areas showing signs of degradation due to high traffic / use. Notably, these
are relatively minor in nature with the majority of cases being easily resolved through targeted remediation works. Dirt Art has identified a
number of trail upgrades works categorised by priority and recommends a much broader general maintenance package to be applied to the
existing network to ensure its long-term sustainability. The future implementation of the proposed new trail zones and links between existing
trails will further alleviate the general wear and tear on these popular trails by dispersing riders to alternate trail options. The future proposed
formalisation and expansion of the existing network would diversify the mountain biking opportunities within the NNP, providing a higher
quality, more diverse trail network, which is appealing to both local and visiting riders.
While the supply of formal mountain bike trail against population is considered reasonable in South East Queensland when compared to
some other population centres (such as Sydney), there remains an undersupply of high-quality riding opportunities for the size of the current
mountain bike market.
Dirt Art suggests that with the correct management and upgrade processes, NNP will provide a sustainable, environmentally sensitive trail
network, which is appealing for both local and visiting riders.
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3 Glossary of key terms
Term
All-mountain
Bench
Berm
Camber
Double jump
Drop off
Fall line
Flow
Flow trail
Grade reversal
IMBA
MTBA
NNP
Rock garden
Roller
Singletrack
TAR
TDRS
Table top jump
Technical trail

Definition
A term describing rugged or adventurous cross-country riding, often with a descending focus
The cut made into a side slope to provide a trail tread/surface
A banked corner, designed to make for faster and easier corner
Trail surface side slope angle. Positive camber refers to an in-sloping trail, negative camber refers to an out-sloping trail
A jump with a defined gap between take-off and landing
A section of trail which forces or promotes riders to jump or launch off a flat or gradually inclined/declined ramp, which is often a log or rock
A term used to describe a trail that is aligned directly down/up the contours of a hill, or on a sustained descent/ascent across the contour of a
hill
A term used loosely to describe the free-flowing nature of a trail. Typically flowing trails feature minimal braking and little need for intense
pedalling
A trail with a smooth trail tread and a three-dimensional character, including bermed (banked) corners, roller and jumps. This style of trail is
typically designed to reduce of exclude braking through carefully considered speed prediction.
A reversing of the gradient/slope of a trail. Grade reversals maintain trail flow while providing a permanent drainage solution
The International Mountain Bicycling Association. The world body responsible for trail advocacy and for providing internationally recognised
trail difficulty rating systems
Mountain Bike Australia. Australia’s peak governing mountain bike body
Nerang National Park
A typically uneven rock trail surface
A domed mound used to improve flow and/or drainage. May be used by riders to either increase or decrease speed
Narrow trail, typically offering a tread less than 900mm in width
Trail audit report
The IMBA trail difficulty rating system for mountain biking
A jump with a flat/in-filled space between take-off and landing
A trail that typically features a rougher, more natural trail surface. Technical trails often have a narrow tread and may feature a number of
technical features such as rocks, roots and drop-offs
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3.1

Project Methodology

Dirt Art has employed the following methodology in developing this trail audit report;

Initial Client
Meeting

Public
consultation

Final On-Site
Review

Background
Research

Presentation of
draft report

Review of Draft
Report

Site
Exploration /
Trail Audit

Compilation of
draft report

Submit Final
Report
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3.2
3.2.1

Planning and design context
Overview

The development and/or formalisation of any mountain bike trail or facility must be undertaken with an approach that is sensitive and
considerate to the natural environment. Dirt Art has carefully considered the natural environmental values of Nerang National Park in
developing this Trail Audit Report (TAR), ensuring minimal disturbance to the natural environment and disruption to other current user
groups.
Dirt Art undertakes a comprehensive background analysis during the formation of all trail plans. This background research ensures all relevant
past planning and research documents are considered when formulating the final report
Dirt Art also place a strong emphasis on developing a plan that will target key demographics in both a local and tourist user context. The
TAR provided has proposed trails and facilities that will cater for key local demands, and also provide significant points of difference to attract
visiting riders. Dirt Art have developed the TAR to capitalise on the key attributes of the site, to ensure that the resulting trail developments
will provide a wide range of sustainable, high-quality and in-demand mountain biking experiences.
3.2.2

Natural environment, native flora and fauna

NNP is vegetated by predominantly native species, with limited weed species noted throughout the site. Where possible, any proposed new
trails have been proposed in areas that will result in minimal environmental disturbance and with minimum required vegetation
clearance/disturbance.
The site is home to some rare and threatened species, which will require more detailed, specialist management during formalisation and any
new trail works. These considerations include habitat for black cockatoos and koalas. Dirt Art suggest that with appropriate consultation with
flora-fauna professionals, these environmental factors can be successfully managed.
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New trails proposed in this plan feature gentle, sustainable gradients, which minimises issues associated with erosion and sediment
dispersion, resulting in a greatly reduced environmental impact.
3.2.3

Target demographics

The current trail offering at NNP caters for a predominantly intermediate- strong intermediate rider demographic. The network is currently not
providing a particularly strong trail offering for beginner riders and/or more advanced riders. Both are important demographics, in a local
user and tourism sense.
Where possible, Dirt Art suggest developing mountain bike facilities to cater for the broadest demographic possible. Providing safe and
accessible trails for beginner and lesser skilled riders is equally as important as ensuring that more experienced riders are provided with
appropriate challenges and avenues for advanced skill development.
Dirt Art suggests any formalisation and potential new trail development at NNP is best targeted to the full range of mountain bike rider
abilities. The terrain, topography and elevation available at Nerang provides potential for formalisation and development of trails suitable for
all abilities.

3.3

Population Centers

NNP is located close to two major Queensland population centres; Brisbane and the Gold Coast. The South East Queensland area has a total
population of approximately 3 million. Population for major areas can be found below. All data is supplied by the Queensland state
government;
Area
Brisbane
Gold Coast
Sunshine Coast
Ipswich

Population
1.86 mil.
0.48 mil.
0.3 mil.
0.16 mil.
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While the supply of formal mountain bike trail against population is considered reasonable in South East Queensland when compared to
some other population centres (such as Sydney), there remains an undersupply of high-quality riding opportunities for the size of the current
mountain bike market.

Other considerations

3.4

The following design considerations have also been employed during the formation of this trail audit report;
-

-

Soil type- The soil type throughout the NNP is highly variable.
o Areas of clay-based material were found with the evidence of good stability and high compaction properties. Trails in these
areas generally appeared to handle rider’s braking and water erosion well – even with steeper trail gradients.
o In other sections, soils were found to be powdery with weak soil structure and subsequently highly erodible. Trails in these
areas showed significant signs of erosion – often accentuated by the lack of proper drainage treatments.
Safe skill progression- This is achieved through the design of trails that allow riders to ‘warm up’ on easy trails, with the trails becoming
more challenging further through the network.
Opportunities for ride variety- The network design provided allows for multiple loop options, allowing for a variety of different riding
options suitable for all skill levels.
Positive/negative controls- There a number of attractive attributes and areas in the NNP area. These key attributes have where
possible been included along the routes of the proposed trails. Negative controls such as areas disturbed extensively by human
activity, areas presenting uneconomic or unsustainable trail construction conditions, areas containing threatened flora/fauna
communities have been avoided during trail planning.
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4

Nerang National Park

4.1

Location

The NNP) is located approximately 11km from the Gold Coast. The site is easily accessed by car and onsite parking is available at the Gold
Coast Cycle Centre and on surrounding streets – although somewhat limited, especially on weekends.
The park experiences high visitation throughout the year from a range of recreational user groups as well as visitors to the Gold Coast Cycle
Centre. An extensive network of formalised walking trails, mountain bike trails, and horse-riding trails already exist within the park. The
predominant user group in the area appear to be walkers/runners, mountain bike riders, and picnic goers; with horse-riders making up the
remaining trail users.
Various maps can be found over the page showing the site’s location, on-site amenities, and land tenure.

4.2

Access

The majority of trail users currently appear to access the site via the Gold Coast Cycle Centre (GCCC). Notably a master plan developed as
part of the Commonwealth Games Project suggests relocating the trail head and main access to Yarrayne Road, with parking to be potentially
developed on Ferry Street. Dirt Art suggests that if developed, this new revised trail head location would be more functional than the current
primary trail head at the GCCC.
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4.3

Location Map

NERANG
NATIONAL PARK

GOLD COAST CBD
Figure 1 (ABOVE) - National Map
Figure 2 (RIGHT) - Locality Map
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4.4

Nerang National Park Map

Figure 3 – Nerang National Park Map (Image Source: Department of Environment & Science - Queensland Government)
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4.5

Nerang Mountain Bike Trail Map (Formalised)

Figure 4 – Nerang Mountain Bike Trail Map (Image Source: Queensland Government)
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4.6

Mountain Bike Development Priority Map

Figure 5 – Mountain Bike Trail Development Priority Map (Image Source: Queensland Government)
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4.7

Quick facts

SITE LOCATION
SOIL TYPE/S
PREDOMINANT GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES
ELEVATION VARIATION
MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL
PREDOMINANT VEGETATION TYPES
AVAILABLE AMENITIES

4.8

Nerang, Queensland
Predominantly clay-based soils with some rock/shale content
Rolling hills (10-20% grades)
200m (approx.)
1273.5mm (www.bom.gov.au)
Eucalypt forest
Parking and toilets provided at Gold Coast Cycle Centre

Geology and geomorphology

The geology of NNP is dominated by clay-based soils, with scattered areas of shale in varying sizes and densities. Small pockets of sandstone
can be found within the park, although these areas are somewhat limited and sporadic in nature. Areas of the trail network have a prolific
supply of smaller fragment rock pieces, which create a rough trail surface, affectionately referred to by locals as ‘Nerang Loam’.
The target area is characterised by a relatively uniform landscape of rolling hills, offering good useable elevation range and relatively open
natural vegetation made up of primarily Eucalypt forests.
Very limited larger rock forms are available throughout the site, and most rock has been evidently imported for rock armouring purposes or
creating technical trail features (TTF). The majority of the TFF found on site consisted of man-made structures utilising fallen trees or logs.
General conditions on site are very conducive to high-quality, cost effective trail construction.
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5 The current situation
5.1

Overview- Existing Trail Networks

There is a significant network of trails that currently existing in the NNP, including a large volume of user-developed and formally-developed
mountain bike singletrack trails. During the preparation of this trail audit, approximately 72.9km trails were inspected. The area also includes
a large network of mixed-use fire trails/service roads, many of which are valuable to the mountain bike as well as a much broader user market.
The existing network of trails is generally in a condition that provides for safe, sustainable and enjoyable mountain bike use.
The quality of existing trails is relatively high with the majority of trails featuring sound alignments and good trail flow. A strong intermediate
focus is apparent amongst the existing trails. Generally speaking, trail conditions are good, with signs of well thought-out and sustainably
constructed trails. A limited number of trails offer a poor quality, unsustainable trail experience, and or unnecessary duplicate trails, and
therefore complicate the network.
Trail signage/maps for formal trails are clear and concise with a consistent feeling of knowing where one is within the park boundaries and
associated trail network.
Most trails within the park are notably two-way and often ridden in both directions with very few reports of any trail conflicts amongst users.
The two-way nature of the trails is something that is not typically seen in most dedicated mountain bike trails/networks around Australia. In
this case, the bidirectional travel on the trails seems to provide a positive outcome to the network by giving users the flexibility of utilising
multiple trails to shorten or extend their ride. The combination of good sightlines because of the open vegetation and generally slower
speeds from the gradual terrain seem to attribute to the success of having the trails ridden in both directions without causing any major
conflict or safety concerns. Dirt Art has made recommendations regarding some trails being managed as single direction, and strongly
suggest that monitoring will be required as usage volumes grow. It is suggested that with ongoing user number growths, there may be a
requirement to change many trails to single direction for user safety.
A comprehensive overview of recommended upgrade and trail maintenance works can be found in the existing trail audit section of this
report.
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5.2
5.2.1

Review of existing trail infrastructure
Overview

The following is an overview of key existing trail opportunities currently available in the study areas, focusing on the established singletrack
trails within the NNP
The focus of the auditing process has been user safety, trail difficulty grading, and trail sustainability.
5.2.2

Methodology

All trails have been assessed in their entirety on foot and via mountain bike. Trail assessment occurred in November 2018 and was undertaken
in very hot and dry conditions.
All trails have been assessed against the IMBA Trail Solutions Guidelines provided in detail in the publication, IMBA’s Guide to Building
Sweet Singletrack. Quantitative assessment was performed against the IMBA guidelines using a range of measuring tools, including a Garmin
Oregon 600t GPS unit.
Trail dynamics and flow have been assessed anecdotally, against the assessors’ extensive experience in designing, managing, assessing and
constructing over 2,000km of mountain bike trails in Australia.
Trail difficulty grading (TDRS) has been assessed against the IMBA Trail Difficulty Rating System (TDRS) Australian edition (2014). A copy of
this system can be found at appendix one.
The audit process was conducted with a ‘high level’ approach due to the volume of trail to be covered within the project scope.
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5.2.3

Overview of ratings system

CRITERIA
Value to network rating

Sustainability rating

OVERVIEW
Trails have been assigned a rating out of five to assess the trails value to the Nereang National Park trail
network. A summary of values can be found below;
1. Very limited value to the current trail network: Closure and rehabilitation is recommended.
2. Limited value to the current trail network: Closure and rehabilitation may be warranted.
3. Moderate value to the current trail network: Trail possesses some value to the current network; potential
upgrade is worthy of exploration.
4. High value to the current trail network: The trail is of significant value to the current network and should be
retained and potentially upgraded.
5. Very high value to current trail network: This trail is of the highest importance to the current trail network,
providing a high-quality experience and/or a strategically important network connection that is essential to
the Nerang National Park trail network.
Trails have been assigned a rating out of five to assess overall trail sustainability. These ratings are assessing
the trails as they were found at the time of assessment and may not reflect current trail conditions;
1. Very poor levels of sustainability: This trail offers very poor sustainability even in the short term. Trail
alignments are poor, as is trail construction technique.
2. Poor levels of sustainability: This trail offers poor sustainability in the short-mid-term. Trail alignments
and/or construction techniques are not conducive to a sustainable trail.
3. Average levels of sustainability: This trail offers sub-optimal levels of sustainability but will offer reasonable
levels of mid longer-term sustainability. Some sections are poorly aligned and/or poorly constructed.
4. Good levels of sustainability: This trail offers good levels of long term sustainability. The trail will require
minimal input in the long term.
5. Excellent levels of sustainability: The trail is aligned and constructed to a best practice standard for the
majority of its length. The trail will offer best-case levels of sustainability in the long term.
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CRITERIA
Ride quality rating

TDRS Grading

OVERVIEW
Trails have been assigned a rating out of five to assess the trails ride quality. The below ratings assess
general trail experience and trail flow. A summary of values can be found below;
1. Very poor ride quality: Trail flow/dynamics are very poor as is ride quality and experience. This trail offers
a generally very low-quality riding experience.
2. Poor ride quality: Trail flow/dynamics are generally poor, as is ride quality and experience. This trail offers
a generally low-quality riding experience.
3. Average ride quality: Trail flow/dynamics are reasonable for the majority of the trail, thus offering an
average ride quality. This trail offers some quality riding experiences but is generally not of a particularly high
standard.
4. Good ride quality: Trail flow/dynamics are generally good, thus offering a predominantly quality riding
experience. Some areas offer potential for improvement.
5. Very good ride quality: Trail flow/dynamics are optimised along the entire trail alignment. This trail offers a
very high-quality riding experience.
Trails have been assessed against the IMBA Australia Trail Difficulty Rating System. A summary of this system
can be found at appendix one
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5.2.4

Map- All Trails
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5.2.5

Map- Strava Heatmap Data
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6 Trail Audit
6.1
TRAIL
NUMBER
1A

Trail One (A) – Casuarina Grove Circuit
TRAIL NAME
Casuarina Grove
Circuit

VALUE TO SUSTAINABILITY
NETWORK SCORE
4
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Casuarina Grove Circuit is a popular beginners trail that forms part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in Nerang. The trail has good flow
and conveniently located close to the trail hub entry.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Casuarina Grove Circuit is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang
network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.2
TRAIL
NUMBER
1B

Trail One (B) – Casuarina Optional Loop
TRAIL NAME
Casuarina Optional
Loop

VALUE TO SUSTAINABILITY
NETWORK SCORE
4
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.1

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Casuarina Optional Loop is a popular trail extension that forms part of the formalised Casuarina Grove Circuit in the Nerang mountain bike trail
network. The optional loop adds a great addition for beginner riders to extend their ride with great flowy corners interlinked with rolling grade reversals.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but is more in-line with IMBA’s Green Circle trail difficulty, which is the current trail grading as described in
the official Nerang Mountain Bike Trail Map.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Casuarina Grove Circuit is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang
network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.3
TRAIL
NUMBER
2A

Trail Two (A) – Pete’s Extension
TRAIL NAME
Pete’s Extension

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.7

NOTES
Trail Overview
Petes Extension is a popular trail that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. The trail is often used as a descending trail but
is ridden in both directions. The alignment follows a gentle and sustainable gradient and connects with the upper portion of trail known as ‘Petes’.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Pete’s Extension is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: 0647
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6.4
TRAIL
NUMBER
2B

Trail Two (B) – Petes
TRAIL NAME
Petes

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.5

NOTES
Trail Overview
Pete’s Track is a popular trail that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. The trail is often used as a climbing trail but is
ridden in both directions. A number of natural technical rock features are scattered throughout the trail and used well to create rideable obstacles in
both directions. Pete’s Track represents the primary climbing trail option on the eastern sector of the Nerang trail network and is usually ridden in
conjunction with the climbing portion of Comm Games Loop 3, which is accessed via Pete’s Extension track.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Pete’s Track is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.5
TRAIL
NUMBER
3

Trail Three – Training Wheels
TRAIL NAME
Training Wheels

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.5

NOTES
Trail Overview
Training Wheels is a short trail loop that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Training Wheels receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.6
TRAIL
NUMBER
4

Trail Four – Mongrels
TRAIL NAME
Mongrels

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
2.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Mongrels is a popular trail that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. The trail is often is ridden in both directions and is
linked directly to Pete’s Track. The trail is fast and flowy, with a narrower trail tread in sections, which is characteristic of the many hand-built tracks in the
network. The alignment provides a fast descent and physical climb in either direction.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Mongrels is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.7
TRAIL
NUMBER
5

Trail Five – Three Hills
TRAIL NAME
Three Hills

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
2.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Three Hills track is a popular trail that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. The trail is predominately ridden as a descent
and presents one of the longest, pure descending trails in the network. Well-shaped berms provide great flowy corners and sustainable gradients allows
riders to maintain and control their trail speed. The trail tread is one of the rougher and more rocky surfaces in the network but adds a positive natural
challenge and character to the popular trail.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Three Hills track is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: 04136, 04414
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6.8
TRAIL
NUMBER
6

Trail Six – Comm Games Loop 1
TRAIL NAME
Comm Games Loop 1

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
5

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Comm Games Loop 1 is a popular (one-way) trail loop that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. Originally built for
the Commonwealth Games, the trail receives a high volume of rider traffic. The machine-built trail includes a number of technical trail features such as
jumps, rock gardens, drops, and large bermed corners. The trail receives a high volume of traffic due to its location at the start of the trail network and
accessibility.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Comm Games Loop 1 track is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the
Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.9
TRAIL
NUMBER
7

Trail Seven – Comm Games Loop 2
TRAIL NAME
Comm Games Loop 2

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
5

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.0

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Comm Games Loop 2 is a (one-way) trail loop that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. The trail is high degree of
difficulty and the most challenging trail out of the three Commonwealth Games tracks.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Comm Games Loop 2 receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.10 Trail Eight – Comm Games Loop 3
TRAIL
NUMBER
8

TRAIL NAME
Comm Games Loop 3

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
5

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Comm Games Loop 3 is a popular (one-way only) trail loop that is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. Originally built
for the Commonwealth Games, the trail receives a high volume of rider traffic. The machine-built trail includes a number of technical trail features such
as jumps, rock gardens, drops, and large bermed corners. The climbing portion of the trail loop is used frequently to access Pete’s track and represents
the primary climbing trail option on the eastern sector of the Nerang trail network.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Comm Games Loop 3 is an extremely popular trail loop and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the
Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.11 Trail Nine (A) – New Exit Track (Roys)
TRAIL
NUMBER
9A

TRAIL NAME
New Exit Track (Roys)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.8

NOTES
Trail Overview
The New Exit Track (Roys) is a popular trail that forms part of the formalised ‘Goanna Track’ in the Nerang network. The trail has good flow and is fast in
sections.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
No signage issue identified.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the New Exit Track (Roys) is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang
network.
Remediation Waypoints: 04613, 04713
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6.12 Trail Nine (B) – Roys
TRAIL
NUMBER
9B

TRAIL NAME
Roys

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Roys track is a popular trail that forms part of the formalised ‘Goanna Track’ in the Nerang network. The trail has good flow and is fast in sections.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Roys track is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at 04713, 04813
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6.13 Trail Nine (C) – Rainforest
TRAIL
NUMBER
9C

TRAIL NAME
Rainforest

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.3

NOTES
Trail Overview
Rainforest is a popular trail that forms part of the formalised ‘Goanna Track’ in the Nerang network. The trail has good flow and wraps through an area
of temperate rainforest– hence the trail’s name. A great undulating trail that rides well in both directions.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but has the potential to be downgraded to a Green Circle with minor trail works relating primarily to trail
width.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good - especially considering the amount of traffic that passes through this particular trail. No drainage issues were identified. The
soil type is particular conducive to trail building in this area.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Rainforest is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.14 Trail Nine (D) – Goanna Link
TRAIL
NUMBER
9D

TRAIL NAME
Goanna Link

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.08

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Goanna Link is a very short link trail that connects the popular 3 Musketeers trail with the Rainforest track. The 70m section of trail could be
amalgamated into a broader trail hub / junction. The network would benefit from having a single trail junction between 3 Musketeers, Rainforest, Happy
Valley (Green) and the Happy Valley Trail to Fire Road link.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Potential to create a trail hub/junction with associated trail signage for the start/finish of each respective trail.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Goanna Link trail is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.15 Trail Nine (E) – 3 Musketeers
TRAIL
NUMBER
9E

TRAIL NAME
3 Musketeers

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
2.1

NOTES
Trail Overview
The 3 Musketeers is a popular trail that forms part of the formalised ‘Goanna Track’ in the Nerang network. The trail has good flow and is fast in
sections. The trail rides well in both directions.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating. Several fast sections with flat (unsupported) corners could be made safer by
installing small bermed (supported) corners to give beginner riders more confidence.
Trail Condition
In general, the trail condition is good - especially considering the amount of traffic that passes through this particular trail. No drainage issues were
identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the 3 Musketeers trail loop is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang
network.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at 04613, 04713
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6.16 Trail Nine (F) – Happy Valley (Green)
TRAIL
NUMBER
9F

TRAIL NAME
Happy Valley (Green)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
5

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Happy Valley (Green) trail is a popular trail that forms part of the formalised ‘Goanna Track’ in the Nerang network. The trail has fantastic flow and
utilises the terrain extremely well in controlling and effortlessly maintaining speed throughout trail. A great trail that rides well in both directions.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the 3 Happy Valley (Green) trail is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the
Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.17 Trail Ten – Barneys
TRAIL
NUMBER
10

TRAIL NAME
Barneys

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Barneys track is part of the formalised mountain bike trail network in the Nerang. It provides a link between the two popular trails: Three Hills and Roys.
The trail is primarily ridden as a descending trail.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Barneys trail receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: N/A
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6.18 Trail Eleven – Exit Track (Upper Happy Valley)
TRAIL
NUMBER
11

TRAIL NAME
Exit Track (Upper
Happy Valley)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Exit Track (Upper Happy Valley) is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions and has an alignment that runs
parallel to the more popular New Exit Track (Roys). This existing trail is highly eroded as a result of steep and unsustainable alignments. The track would
benefit greatly from a realignment or potential closure.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The existing trail shows areas of high erosion as a result of steep and sustainable alignments. The trail surface is generally loose and rocky.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Exit Track (Upper Happy Valley) trail receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 0598, 0608
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6.19 Trail Twelve – Upper Happy Valley
TRAIL
NUMBER
12

TRAIL NAME
Upper Happy Valley

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Upper Happy Valley is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions. The trail is overgrown in sections and appears
to be seldom ridden.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail is overgrown in sections and does not show signs of being ridden very often.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Upper Happy Valley trail receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at start, finish, and intersection with (15) Unnamed 1.
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6.20 Trail Thirteen – Happy Valley (Blue)
TRAIL
NUMBER
13

TRAIL NAME
Happy Valley (Blue)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
2.3

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Happy Valley (Blue) track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions with short and sharp climbs scattered
throughout the trail. The trail has three (3) bridges that have been identified as needing replacement with a suitable alternative such as a realignment or
rock armouring. There is potential to close the section of trail spanning between ‘BBs’ and ‘3 Musketeers’, where severe erosion is evident.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The majority (3/4) of the trail is in generally acceptable condition with three gully crossings requiring realignment and/or rock armouring to replace the
existing weathered logs and makeshift crossings. The section spanning between ‘BBs’ and ‘3 Musketeers’ is severely eroded due to unsustainable
gradients and poor trail alignments. The highly erodible soils in this area also contribute significantly to the erosion.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Happy Valley (Blue) trail receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 05112, 05212, 05310, 0549, 0559, 0569, 0579, 0589
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6.21 Trail Fourteen – Happy Valley to Fire Road
TRAIL
NUMBER
14

TRAIL NAME
Happy Valley to Fire Road

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.1

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Happy Valley to Fire Road track is an informal link trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions and provides access to the
nearby fire road.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Green Circle and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Happy Valley to Fire Road link trail receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at 04913
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6.22 Trail Fifteen – Unnamed 1
TRAIL
NUMBER
15

TRAIL NAME
N/A

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
The unnamed track is an informal descending trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is rarely ridden and follows a very steep alignment down an existing
ridgeline.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good considering the steep alignment. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the unnamed trail receives a very low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at start and finish.
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6.23 Trail Sixteen (A) – Wombats
TRAIL
NUMBER
16A

TRAIL NAME
Wombats

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.5

NOTES
Trail Overview
Wombats track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The top section of Wombats is used on a frequent basis by riders to link from Baileys to the
north and trails such as Happy Valley (Blue) and 3 Musketeers to the south.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good considering the steep alignment. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the top section of Wombats receives a very high amount of traffic from riders – with many riders using the trail to
link into Happy Valley (Blue) and 3 Musketeers. The lower section of Wombats receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at the start, finish and intersection with (16A) Wombats Connection trail.
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6.24 Trail Sixteen (B) – Wombats Connection
TRAIL
NUMBER
16B

TRAIL NAME
Wombats Connection

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.3

NOTES
Trail Overview
Wombats Connection track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. This short link trail is used frequently by riders to link from Wombats Track to the
and trails such as Happy Valley (Blue) and 3 Musketeers to the south-west.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good considering the steep alignment. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, the Wombats Connection trail receives a very high amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at the start and finish.
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6.25 Trail Seventeen – BBs
TRAIL
NUMBER
17

TRAIL NAME
BBs

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.3

NOTES
Trail Overview
BBs track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The short link trail sees considerably less rider traffic than the top section of Wombats to the east,
which provides a longer descent.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good considering the steep alignment. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, BBs receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at the start and finish.
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6.26 Trail Eighteen (A) – Baileys (A)
TRAIL
NUMBER
18A

TRAIL NAME
Baileys (A)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.2

NOTES
Trail Overview
Part (A) of Baileys track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The long Baileys trail has been split into three parts for the purposes of this trail
audit. This section of trail is characterised as a fast descent along a tight trail tread and rocky terrain. A number of areas along the existing trail have
been identified as requiring remediation works to address drainage / erosion issues. Formalisation of primary riding lines is required in the two existing
rock gardens to prevent trail widening and clearly distinguish between harder (A-line) and easier (B-line) ride line options.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
A number of remediation works were identified during the trail audit. Grade reversals and drainage required before and after the rock gardens and
steeper sections of trail to control surface water flow and prevent erosion. Signs of severe erosion in the past with older alignments closed and
revegetated.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish. Additional signage required to identify and warn riders of upcoming technical trail features.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Baileys (A) receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 0707, 0717, 0727, 0737,
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6.27 Trail Eighteen (B) – Baileys (B)
TRAIL
NUMBER
18B

TRAIL NAME
Baileys (B)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
Part (B) of Baileys track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The long Baileys trail has been split into three parts for the purposes of this trail
audit. This section of trail is characterised by steep undulations with prolonged sections of trail trending along unsustainable gradients. A number of
realignments would be necessary in order to make this trail sustainable. As a climbing trail (east to west), the gradients are too steep, and the nearby fire
road is a much easier option for riders. As a descending trail, the track requires realignments in conjunction with appropriate drainage works.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
Several remediation works were identified during the trail audit. Long sections of sustained and steep gradients (approx. 25%) were identified as not
being sustainable in the erodible soils evident on site.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Baileys (B) receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders – presumably riding the trail from a west to east
direction. The existing fire road running parallel to the north would be a much easier ride, especially in the opposite direction (east to west), and
subsequently receives a higher proportion of riders according to Strava Heatmap data.
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Remediation Waypoints: 0757, 0767, 0777, 0787, 0797, 0816, 0826, 0836, 0846, 0856, 0874
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6.28 Trail Eighteen (C) – Baileys (C)
TRAIL
NUMBER
18C

TRAIL NAME
Baileys (C)

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
Part (C) of Baileys track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The long Baileys trail has been split into three parts for the purposes of this trail
audit. The eastern half of this trail requires a number of realignments and drainage works to make the trail sustainable. It would be worthwhile exploring
the Upper Baileys alignment to the north as a more suitable/sustainable alternative. The western half of the trail receives a very high volume of riders.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail requires a number of significant realignments and drainage works to be sustainable due to the steep grades on erodible soils.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Baileys (C) receives a high amount of traffic from riders – especially the western half of the trail.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at the start, finish, and all intersections with adjacent trails R2, R4, and R7.
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6.29 Trail Nineteen – Mongrels Links
TRAIL
NUMBER
19

TRAIL NAME
Mongrels Link

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
5

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Green Circle (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.08

NOTES
Trail Overview
Mongrels Link track is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions and provides access to the nearby fire road from
Mongrels track.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but can be downgraded to a Green Circle according to IMBA ratings.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Mongrels Link trail receives a high amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at start and finish.
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6.30 Trail Twenty – Explosions
TRAIL
NUMBER
20

TRAIL NAME
Explosions

VALUE TO
NETWORK
5

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
5

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
5

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
Explosions is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail has great flow and follows a sustainable alignment. The trail is ridden in both
directions but used primarily as a descent from east to west. Riders typically utilise the nearby fire road as the climbing trail.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Explosions is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at start and finish.
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6.31 Trail Twenty-One – Never Ending Story
TRAIL
NUMBER
21

TRAIL NAME
Never Ending Story

VALUE TO
NETWORK
5

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
5.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
Never Ending Story is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail has great flow and follows a sustainable alignment along the trail’s
entirety. The trail is ridden in both directions and receives an extremely high volume of riders. Overall, the trail exhibits sound alignments and utilises
the existing terrain exceptionally well with very few issues identified. There are two exposed bridges that span approximately 6-7m respectively that will
need to be assessed with priority given to looking for alternative realignments that negate the need for bridge structures. Rock armoured gully crossings
would be the other preference given the frequency of back-burning and fire-control procedures. Given the high use of the trail and value to the overall
network, it is recommended that these elements be considered.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is very good, especially considering the sheer length of the trail (5.9km). Several grade reversals were identified along one short
section of trail, but the trail otherwise exhibits sustainable alignments and great use of the existing terrain. A number of stacked logs are recommended
for removal to improve trail flow and safety.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Never Ending Story is an extremely popular trail and ranked as one of the most ridden trails in the Nerang network.
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Remediation Waypoints: 105, 202-210
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6.32 Trail Twenty-Two – Super Loop
TRAIL
NUMBER
22

TRAIL NAME
Super Loop

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
4.2km

NOTES
Trail Overview
Super Loop is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions and generally follows a sound trail alignment; however,
several segments have been identified as requiring drainage works and/or realignment. These sections occur mainly around the trail junction with
Skrood, where heavy erosion is evident. Several old timber bridges have been identified as needing replacement with a suitable realignment to negate
the need for the bridge structures. Alternatively, rock armoured gully crossings would be the other preference given the frequency of back-burning and
fire-control procedures.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail requires some pruning and re-benching in areas that are particularly narrow. Several stacked logs are recommended for removal to improve
trail flow and safety. A number of bridges have also been identified as needing replacement.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Super Loop trail receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 193, 195-201, 211-218, 0884
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6.33 Trail Twenty-Three – NES Super Loop Connection
TRAIL
NUMBER
23

TRAIL NAME
NES Super Loop
Connection

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.3

NOTES
Trail Overview
NES Super Loop Connection is an informal link trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is ridden in both directions, but predominately in the downhill
direction towards the Super Loop trail below. The short link trail provides a connection between Never Ending Story and Super Loop trail.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail requires some minor pruning. The trail is otherwise in good condition. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Super Loop trail receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: Trail signage required at start and finish.
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6.34 Trail Twenty-Four – Skrood
TRAIL
NUMBER
24

TRAIL NAME
Skrood

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.8

NOTES
Trail Overview
Skrood is an informal link trail in Nerang National Park. The undulating trail that follows a generally good alignment. The trail is ridden in both directions
and has good flow. Some sections of the trail would benefit from re-benching in areas to widen the trail tread.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail requires some re-benching and widening in areas that are particularly narrow (300-450mm). A number of stacked logs are recommended for
removal to improve trail flow and safety.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Skrood trail receives a moderate amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 219, 226, 227
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6.35 Trail Twenty-Five – Avatar
TRAIL
NUMBER
25

TRAIL NAME
Avatar

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
2.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Avatar is an informal trail in Nerang National Park. The undulating trail that follows a generally good alignment. The trail is ridden in both directions, but
predominately descends from the south to down to the north. The southern section of the trail receives more traffic from riders, most likely utilising
Avatar as the climbing trail out of Lost World. Some sections of the trail would benefit from re-benching in areas to widen the trail tread. Two bridges,
both 5m and 6m respectively, have been identified as needing replacement with priority given to looking for alternative realignments that negate the
need for bridge structures. Rock armoured gully crossings would be the other preference given the frequency of back-burning and fire-control
procedures.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail requires some re-benching and widening in areas that are particularly narrow (300-450mm). A number of stacked logs are recommended for
removal to improve trail flow and safety. Some minor drainage works have also been identified. Two existing bridges will need to be replaced.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
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According to Strava Heatmap data, Avatar trail receives a high amount of traffic from riders on its southern end, with a moderate amount evident along
its northern end. Many riders utilise the southern end of the Avatar trail as a climbing trail out of Lost World – leading back towards Never Ending Story.
Remediation Waypoints: 142-144, 146, 220-224, 225,
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6.36 Trail Twenty-Six – Terminator
TRAIL
NUMBER
26

TRAIL NAME
Terminator

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
2.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
Terminator is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The undulating trail follows a generally good alignment; however, there are steep sections
that would benefit from realignment and the installation of switchbacks to reduce the trail grade. The trail is ridden in both directions, but
predominately descends from the north to down to the south. Some sections of the trail require re-benching in areas to widen the trail tread. Rock
armouring/paving has been recommended in areas to protect existing exposed tree roots.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but should be upgraded to Black Diamond to bring it in-line with the IMBA rating. The reason for this is
primarily due to the high level of exposure to the rider on the low-side of the trail and the narrow trail tread throughout the track. The heavy side slope
has resulted in a tight bench and subsequent narrow riding surface.
Trail Condition
The trail requires some re-benching and widening in areas that are particularly narrow (less than 300mm). A number of stacked logs are recommended
for removal to improve trail flow and safety. Realignments in steeper sections have been identified as well as rock armouring/paving to protect existing
exposed tree roots from damage. The trail zone has soils that are conducive to building sustainable trails, which is clearly evident in the trail’s current
condition.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
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Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Terminator receives a high amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 123-128
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6.37 Trail Twenty-Seven – GGs
TRAIL
NUMBER
27

TRAIL NAME
GGs

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
GGs is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The undulating trail follows a generally good alignment with sustainable gradients. The trail is
ridden in both directions, but predominately descends from the north to down to the south. Two bridges, both approximately 5m in length, have been
identified as needing replacement with priority given to looking for alternative realignments that negate the need for bridge structures. Rock armoured
gully crossings would be the other preference given the frequency of back-burning and fire-control procedures.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The overall trail condition is good. A number of stacked logs are recommended for removal to improve trail flow and safety. No drainage issues were
identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, GGs receives a high amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 119-121
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6.38 Trail Twenty-Seven – GGs Extension
TRAIL
NUMBER
28

TRAIL NAME
GGs Extension

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
5

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
Lower GGs Extension is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a generally good alignment and is ridden in both directions.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The overall trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, GGs Extension receives a high amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 118
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6.39 Trail Twenty-Nine – Lower GGs
TRAIL
NUMBER
29

TRAIL NAME
Lower GGs

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
GGs Extension is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a generally good alignment and is ridden in both directions. The trail
has multiple tight gully crossings and narrow bench in areas that could benefit from being widened.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The overall trail condition is good. Slightly overgrown in areas and would benefit from some pruning. Narrow bench in areas and multiple tight gully
crossings that would benefit from re-benching and widening. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Lower GGs receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 108-116
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6.40 Trail Thirty – Lost World
TRAIL
NUMBER
30

TRAIL NAME
Lost World

VALUE TO
NETWORK
5

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
5

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
3.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
Lost World is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a predominately contouring alignment with good use of the natural
undulations of the site. It is generally ridden from west to east as a descending trail and represents a trail that is unique to the network - providing riders
with a genuine wilderness experience with its distinct sense of remoteness. The Lost World trail adds significant value to the trail network.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The overall trail condition is good considering the length of the trail. A number of minor drainage issues were identified as well as 5-6 replacement
bridges of varying sizes (2m / 3m / 5m / 6m) with priority given to looking for alternative realignments that negate the need for bridge structures. Rock
armoured gully crossings would be the other preference given the frequency of back-burning and fire-control procedures. One of the bridges / gully
crossings identified will potentially require a handrail or barrier due to the exposure and subsequent fall risk associated with the low side of the trail.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Lost World receives a high amount of traffic from riders.
Remediation Waypoints: 129-139, 141
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6.41 Trail Thirty-One – Vertigo
TRAIL
NUMBER
31

TRAIL NAME
Vertigo

VALUE TO
NETWORK
5

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
4

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
4

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Vertigo is a popular informal trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a generally good alignment with sustainable gradients. The trail is ridden in
both directions. Some sections of the trail require re-benching in areas to widen the trail tread. The trail exhibits a similar ride quality to Terminator and
makes it a unique addition that adds value to the existing trail network.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but should be upgraded to Black Diamond to bring it in-line with the IMBA rating. The reason for this is
primarily due to the high level of exposure to the rider on the low-side of the trail and the narrow trail tread throughout the track. The heavy side slope
has resulted in a tight bench and subsequent narrow riding surface.
Trail Condition
The trail requires some re-benching and widening in areas that are particularly narrow (less than 300mm). A number of stacked logs are recommended
for removal to improve trail flow and safety. Rock armouring/paving has been identified to protect existing exposed tree roots from damage. The trail
zone has soils that are conducive to building sustainable trails, which is clearly evident in the trail’s current condition.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Vertigo receives a high amount of traffic from riders.
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Remediation Waypoints: 103, 104
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6.42 Trail Thirty Two – Catch Me If You Can
TRAIL
NUMBER
32

TRAIL NAME
Catch Me If You Can

VALUE TO
NETWORK
4

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
Catch Me If You Can is one of the newest informal trails in Nerang National Park with the eastern end still currently under construction. The trail follows
a generally sound alignment and can be ridden in both directions. The trail can be used to link Never Ending Story and the lower Super Loop trail. The
trail is in an area that has soils conducive to trail building and mellow gradients.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The overall trail condition is generally good – especially how recent the trail has been constructed. The trail will need time to settle and ‘bed-in’ with
rider traffic. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Catch Me If You Can is a very new trail in the NNP network and receives a low amount of traffic from riders.
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7 Trails upgrade, rationalisation and closure
7.1

Overview

An important component of any trail auditing process is to assess the total network structure, and the value to the network of each individual
trail, which in some cases can result in recommendations of trail closure. A high-quality trail network must be functional and easily navigable,
for both local and visiting riders. Notably, several trails have been proposed for closure in the Nerang National Park trail network. The
auditing process has also determined a range of recommendations for improved trail safety, sustainability and functionality; these
recommendations can be found detailed in the audit summary and are summarised below.
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7.2

Existing Trails Map
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7.3

Waypoint Map (Remediations)
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7.4

Minor upgrades

Dirt Art suggests that there are several trails in the current trail network that would benefit from minor-moderate upgrade – primarily relating
to signage, removing fallen/stacked logs, replacing bridges, and improving drainage.
A strong focus of minor works will be relating to the safety of users and ensure any dangerous or dilapidated features are removed and/or
replaced. Secondly, areas prone to erosion have been identified and highlighted to prevent undesirable wear and tear from the high volume
of riders on more popular trails. In some cases, minor realignments or trail widening/re-benching may be necessary to ensure the best longterm outcome for the given trail. Lastly, all the informal trails will require a comprehensive signage plan and staged-approach to the
appropriate installation of trail signage at all trail junctions and forks. Furthermore, additional signage and/or branding is recommended to
identify recommended loops. For example, a recommendation of selected trails that work well together or best ridden in a particular
direction/sequence.
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7.5

Major Upgrades

A small selection of trails features poor alignments and/or major structural flaws, while still contributing to the broader network functionality
and experience. These trails have been proposed for major upgrade, which would include complete realignment of some sections and
rehabilitation of closed sections. Any major infrastructure such as the replacement of long-span bridges (>3m spans) with significant
realignments or rock armouring have been included in this section.
These trails include;
1. R1 – CCTV
2. R2 – Upper Baileys
3. R3 – Pandora
4. R4 – 911
5. R5 – Netti
6. R6 – Wimps
7. R7 – Hateful8
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7.5.1

TRAIL
NUMBER
R1

Trail R1 – CCTV

TRAIL NAME
CCTV

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.7

NOTES
Trail Overview
The CCTV track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a sustainable gradient throughout the alignment. The
existing trail surface is loose and rocky with a very narrow (450mm) bench cut. There is a very high level of exposure and fall risk to the low-side of the
trail, which in conjunction with the narrow trail treads – makes this trail seemingly more difficult. The trail is recommended for significant remediation
works to make it safer for riders. Works should primarily address a very acute and narrow gully crossing while also widening the trail tread in areas to
make it safer and more accessible to riders.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but should be upgraded to Black Diamond to bring it in-line with the IMBA rating. The reason for this is
primarily due to the high level of exposure to the rider on the low-side of the trail and the narrow trail tread throughout the track. The heavy side slope
has resulted in a tight bench and subsequent narrow riding surface.
Trail Condition
The overall trail condition is good. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, CCTV receives a low amount of traffic from riders. This trail is ridden in both directions.
Remediation Waypoints: 0697
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7.5.2

TRAIL
NUMBER
R2

Trail R2 – Upper Baileys

TRAIL NAME
Upper Baileys

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.8

NOTES
Trail Overview
Upper Baileys track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is situated between an existing fire road and the main Baileys
trail to its south. The eastern half of the trail requires significant remediation works with sections of trail showing signs of heavy erosion. The western half
of the trail is in good condition and follows a much gentler gradient. The eastern half of the trail is recommended for significant remediation works to
make it sustainable. Works should primarily focus on realigning the steeper sections of the trail and exploring an amalgamation of the lower Baileys
track into a single trail through this zone.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is good on the western half of the trail but requires significant realigning to the eastern side due to non-sustainable gradients. Heavy
erosion present in these steeper areas.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Upper Baileys receives a low amount of traffic from riders. This trail is ridden in both directions.
Remediation Waypoints: 0846, 0856, 0864
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7.5.3

TRAIL
NUMBER
R3

Trail R3 – Pandora

TRAIL NAME
Pandora

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
3.0

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Pandora track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail has a very tight/narrow trail bench and has steep sections leading
into/out of the gully crossings. The trail is one of the longer tracks in the network at 3km in total. There are two bridges that require replacement, the
larger of the two (approx. 10m length) is in urgent need of removal and is currently a hazard. The trail has been identified as requiring significant
structural works primarily due to the replacement of the two bridges with suitable alternatives: realignment or rock paving. The larger 10m bridge
crosses a steep gully and a complete realignment (new track) will be required to avoid this gully crossing.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is generally good but would benefit greatly from widening the existing trail tread and minor realignments. Sections of the trail require
pruning and vegetation clearance. No drainage issues were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Pandora receives a low to moderate amount of traffic from riders. This trail is ridden in both directions, but generally
descends from south down to the north.
Remediation Waypoints: 089, 090
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R3 Realignment
The proposed realignment seeks to find an alternate route to the southeast of the existing trail to avoid an old timber bridge (Waypoint 089) that
is currently in need of replacement. A shorter gully crossing with rock
armouring will be explored in conjunction with a lesser gradient leading
into/out of the crossing point.

Waypoint 089
The existing longspan timber bridge is in poor condition and in need of
removal with a suitable realignment utilising rock armouring at the crossing
point to allow overland water flow during times of heavy downpours.
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7.5.4

TRAIL
NUMBER
R4

Trail R4 – 911

TRAIL NAME
911

VALUE TO
NETWORK
1

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
The 911 track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a very steep alignment with to the north with the top half of the
track being very rocky and loose. Areas of erosion are evident throughout this descent and proper drainage in conjunction with substantial realignments
will be necessary to prevent further erosion. A total of five bridges of varying lengths have been identified as needing replacement. The trail has been
identified as requiring significant structural works primarily due to five bridges identified as requiring replacement by means of significant realignments
and/or rock armouring. In addition to this, significant drainage works/realignment have been identified on the main descent. The climb out of the gully is
currently too steep, which is partially due to the narrow corridor available.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but should be upgraded to Black Diamond to bring it in-line with the IMBA rating. The reason for this is
primarily due to steep alignment – especially the main descent.
Trail Condition
The upper section (main descent) of the trail is in unsatisfactory condition and requires significant drainage works and/or realignment.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Pandora receives a low to moderate amount of traffic from riders. This trail is ridden in both directions, but generally
descends from south down to the north.
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Remediation Waypoints: 147 – 157

R4 Realignment
The proposed realignment is significant in nature and seeks to find an alternate route to the south
of the existing trail to avoid several problem areas identified by Waypoints 147-152. A more
appropriate gully crossing will need to be found as well as a ‘B-line’ or optional bypass around a
technical trail feature (Waypoint 155).

Waypoint 155
The popular timber feature is in relatively good
condition, but requires signage to warn riders of the
technical trail feature. A ‘B-line’ or optional bypass
is proposed to allow riders to avoid this feature.
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7.5.5

Trail R5 – Netti

TRAIL
NUMBER
R5

TRAIL NAME
Netti

VALUE TO
NETWORK
3

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond (Blue Square)

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.2

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Netti track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail has a number of steep sections that follow an unsustainable gradient
for the local soil conditions. The trail has been identified as requiring significant structural works primarily due to the need to replace two bridges with
an alternate route or rock armouring; the removal of one bridge; and a requirement to realign significant sections of the trail in order to avoid the need
for any bridge structures.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks but should be upgraded to Black Diamond to bring it in-line with the IMBA rating. The reason for this is
primarily due to steep alignment and rough/rocky trail surface.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is generally satisfactory; however, the steep sections require realignment and/or significant drainage works to be sustainable. The
existing bridges need replacement as they currently pose as a hazard in their derelict state and a suitable realignment or rock armouring alternative is
recommended.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Netti receives a low amount of traffic from riders. This trail is ridden in both directions.
Remediation Waypoints: 094-095
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R5 Realignment
The proposed realignment seeks to find an alternate
route to the north of the existing trail to avoid the old
timber bridge crossing (Waypoints 094). The realignment
is orientated uphill from the existing gully crossing to find
a shorter section of gully to cross, utilising rock
armouring as an alternative to a timber structure.

Waypoint 094
The two timber bridges pictured above are in poor condition and require removal. A
suitable realignment is needed to avoid the gully crossing.
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7.5.6

TRAIL
NUMBER
R6

Trail R6 – Wimps

TRAIL NAME
Wimps

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.3

NOTES
Trail Overview
Wimps track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is in an area of highly erodible soils with signs of severe erosion and
damage evident throughout the trail. Several dangerous trail features have been identified along the trail, primarily unsafe gap jumps that are in poor
condition. The trail has been identified as requiring major upgrades to make existing technical trail features safe and the installation of proper drainage
throughout the trail to ensure adequate water dispersion. Sections of the trail may need to be closed and/or rehabilitated with a suitable realignment to
be established.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is poor with areas of severe erosion – primarily as a result of high erodible soils, poor alignment, and the lack of adequate or
appropriate drainage.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Wimps receives a low amount of traffic from riders. However, being a predominately downhill-orientated trail, the
Strava Heatmap data may not be an accurate reflection of trail use. It was clearly evident in the community feedback that this trail is ridden regularly and
has a significant group of advocates who are keen for this trail to be formalised. This track is used as a descending trail only.
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Waypoints: 096 – 101
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7.5.7

TRAIL
NUMBER
R7

Trail R7 – Hateful8

TRAIL NAME
Hateful8

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
2

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
3

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.5

NOTES
Trail Overview
Hateful8 is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail follows a very steep alignment, especially the top portion of the trail before
it crosses Baileys. The trail is ridden as a descending trail. Some sections of the trail require re-benching in areas to widen the trail tread.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail would benefit from significant drainage works and potential realignment in sections to avoid unsustainable gradients in section where the soil
quality is more prone to erosion. Sections of the trail experiencing trail braiding require formalisation of a dominant ride line and subsequent
closure/rehabilitation of old/degraded lines. The trail is recommended for significant trail remediation works to create a more sustainable and safer trail
experience for users.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start, finish, and junction with adjacent trails
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Hateful8 receives a low amount of traffic from riders. However, being a predominately downhill-orientated trail, the
Strava Heatmap data may not be an accurate reflection of trail use.
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Trail Closures

7.6

While much of trails in the network are valuable components of the riding experience at NNP, a small volume of trails is proposed for closure
and rehabilitation. In general, these trails are proposed for closure due to the following key rationale;
-

Duplicated alignments: The trail is parallel to another trail and offers no value to the network.
Unsustainable alignments: The trail alignment is flawed beyond reasonable repair.
Major structural defect/s: There are significant defects in the trail that are beyond reasonable repair.

The following trails have been recommended for closure;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C1 – Pipeline
C2 – Top Drop
C3 – Norco Flow
C4 – Upper GGs
C5 – Pitts Folly

Details of the recommended trail closures are listed in the following tables.
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7.6.1

TRAIL
NUMBER
C1

Trail C1 – Pipeline

TRAIL NAME
Pipeline

VALUE TO
NETWORK
1

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.1

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Pipeline track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The steep trail alignment follows an existing gully, which is prone to
significant water egress with areas of severe erosion evident throughout the trail. In some cases, the existing trail surface has been washed away,
undermining and exposing tree roots. The lower section of the trail is relatively flat with evidence of wet areas and large puddles forming. The trail is
recommended for closure.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is poor with areas of severe erosion because of unsustainable alignments. Sandy soils are typically found throughout the trail with
sections where the natural ground has been washed away – subsequently exposing/undermining the rootzones of adjacent trees.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Pipeline receives a low amount of traffic from riders. Riders typically ride this as a descent from north down to the
south.
Waypoints: N/A
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7.6.2

TRAIL
NUMBER
C2

Trail C2 – Top Drop

TRAIL NAME
Top Drop

VALUE TO
NETWORK
1

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.2

NOTES
Trail Overview
The Top Drop track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The short trail links the top of Three Hills with the start of two different
trails: Pipeline and CCTV. The steep trail alignment is unsustainable with areas of severe erosion evident in the highly erodible soils. A number of log
drops are found throughout the trail. The trail is recommended for closure.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is poor with areas of severe erosion because of unsustainable alignments. Highly erodible soils are characteristic of the trail.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Top Drop receives a low amount of traffic from riders. Riders typically ride this in one direction from west to east.
Waypoints: N/A
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7.6.3

TRAIL
NUMBER
C3

Trail C3 – Norco Flow

TRAIL NAME
Norco Flow

VALUE TO
NETWORK
2

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.6

NOTES
Trail Overview
Wimps track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is in an area of highly erodible soils with severe erosion and damage
evident throughout the trail. Several dangerous trail features have been identified along the trail, primarily unsafe gap jumps that are in poor condition.
The trail is recommended for closure.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Black Diamond on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is poor with areas of severe erosion – primarily as a result of high erodible soils, poor alignment, and the lack of adequate or
appropriate drainage.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Norco Flow receives a low amount of traffic from riders. This track is used as a descending trail only.
Waypoints: 158 – 188, 191
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7.6.4

TRAIL
NUMBER
C4

Trail C4 – Upper GGs

TRAIL NAME
Uppers GGs

VALUE TO
NETWORK
1

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
3

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
1

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
0.9

NOTES
Trail Overview
Upper GGs track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail is overgrown in parts and does not show evidence of frequent use.
Alternate trails that follow a similar alignment are available to the low-side to the east – that is, GGs and Lower GGs. Furthermore, the trail shadows an
existing fire road, which is within close proximity and in good condition. The trail is recommended for closure.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is in generally good with areas requiring pruning/vegetation clearance as the trail tread has become overgrown. No drainage issues
were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Upper GGs receives a low amount of traffic from riders. This track is ridden in both directions.
Waypoints: N/A
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7.6.5

TRAIL
NUMBER
C5

Trail C5 – Pitts Folly

TRAIL NAME
Pitts Folly

VALUE TO
NETWORK
1

SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE
1

RIDE QUALITY
SCORE
2

TDRS GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
1.4

NOTES
Trail Overview
Pitts Folly track is an informal mountain bike trail in Nerang National Park. The trail already looks to have been closed with a pile of stack branches at the
junction between Lower GGs and the continuation of Pitts Folly. The trail follows a steep and unsustainable gradient down into a gully. The exit of the
trail is ill-defined and heavily overgrown. The lower section of the trail after the Lower GGs turn-off is recommended for closure.
Trail Difficulty
The trail is rated as Blue Square on Trailforks and is in-line with the IMBA rating.
Trail Condition
The trail condition is in generally good with areas requiring pruning/vegetation clearance as the trail tread has become overgrown. No drainage issues
were identified.
Trail Signage
Signage required at trail start and finish.
Trail Usage
According to Strava Heatmap data, Upper GGs receives a low amount of traffic from riders. This track is ridden in both directions.
Waypoints: 116 - 117
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8 Community Consultation
8.1

Overview

The community consultation component of this trail audit report was comprised of two parts:
1. One (1) community consultation meeting held at the Gold Coast Cycling Centre on 15 November 2018.
2. One (1) online survey live between the one-week period, 20-27 November.
A community consultation was held at the Gold Coast Cycling Centre on Thursday evening, 15 November 2018. The event was facilitated by
Dirt Art, with QPWS in attendance. The main purpose of the event was to inform local stakeholders of the initial findings of the Nerang
National Park Mountain Bike Trail Audit project and provide an open public forum from which to express their feedback in relation to the
project’s proposed outcomes and aspirations.
The online survey for this project was designed by Dirt Art, with input from local stakeholders. The survey was developed with an aim to
engage local users to provide information surrounding; local rider demographics, preferred trails in the Nerang National Park, preferred riding
styles, and interest in further development in the Park. The survey was designed to solicit quantitative data, and as such respondents were
required to prioritise their answers. The survey was hosted off the back of the community consultation meeting for a one-week period
occurring between 20-27 November 2018. The survey also provided stakeholders with a better opportunity to view the summary trails map
produced by Dirt Art.
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Face-to-Face Community Consultation Session

8.2

Dirt Art Managing Director, Simon French hosted a face-to-face consultation session at the Gold Coast Cycle Centre on 15 November 2018.
The session was attended by approximately 35 community members. The session commenced with an overview of the project provided by
Dirt Art and QPWS, which provided a broad overview of the projects purpose and strategic aims.
A guided discussion was facilitated, exploring the following key topics:
Existing Trails- Discussion

This discussion topic explored attendees’ feelings around the current trail network.
Key themes-

Majority generally happy with the current trail network
As a general rule, trail quality and consistency become reduced the further trails travel from the velodrome area
Minor maintenance is required across much of the trail network
Generally, users enjoy the technical nature of much of the Nerang trails
Acknowledged the challenges in maintenance and sustainability with some of the steeper trails in the network
Noted issues with the current primary access point at the velodrome (traffic management/risk of collision)
General acknowledgement that there will likely become a point in the near future where dual directional trails are not a viable
management solution
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Future Development Priorities and Potential- Discussion

This discussion topic explored attendees’ feelings around the future development potential and priorities.
Key themes-

General acknowledgement that there is room to improve and expand the beginner trail offering
General acknowledgement that there is a shortage of high-quality black diamond trails in the network
General acknowledgement that there is a lack of direct access trail/s to the outer trail network beyond the velodrome area
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8.3

Online Survey

Dirt Art developed an online survey using the platform, Survey Monkey. The survey was developed with input from both Dirt Art and QPWS.
The survey was live for a period of approximately two weeks and was advertised widely by Dirt Art through relevant groups and digital
channels.
On closing of the survey 333 responses were collected. Survey results and key themes are discussed in detail below with specific comparison
to the latest national trends as depicted in the 2016 Australian Mountain Bike Market Profile survey recently conducted by Dirt Art (MPS2016).
Note that some percentages may total more than 100% because of the option for respondents to select multiple options.
8.3.1

Survey Demographic Data

Gender Data
86.4% of respondents to the survey were male and 13.6% were female. The gender demographic reflects a lower than average percentage
(MPS2016) of female participation (13.6% vs. an average of 15.6%).
Age Data
The average age of respondents was 35 to 44 years of age (37.5% of respondents). This category was followed by the 25-34 and 45-54 years
of age groups, which both shared the position of second and third most common age group (23.2% and 24.6% respectively). These results
closely mirror the data contained in MPS2016.
Location Data
Of the respondents, an overwhelming number (N=287) identified as residing in Queensland, the remaining respondents visit the area, either
occasionally or on a regular basis. Specific postcode data will be provided separately to the client. Respondents live in the Brisbane Postcode
area (N=79) Gold Coast Postcode area (N=187) with the remaining Queensland based respondents residing in Tamborine, Sunshine Coast
and Toowoomba regions (N=21). Interstate respondents were recorded as being from NSW (N=36), Victoria (N=7) and in WA (N=1).
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Engagement in the face-to-face consultation session
A clear majority (93.2%) of the respondents did not attend the public stakeholder session held at the Gold Coast Cycle Centre on 15
November 2019.
Engagement in Trail Building Activities
Most of the respondents do not currently participate in unofficial or un-sanctioned trail building (a welcome 84.3%). This is counterpoised to
their involvement in official or sanctioned volunteer trail care or construction activities and where 24.7% say they already do so and a large
53.3% say they don’t currently but have an interest in doing so. Unfortunately, 22.1% indicated they had no interest in volunteer trail activities.

The degree to which respondents said that they did undertake official trail building activities, or would like to, is perhaps indicative of a builtup demand for official volunteer trail advocacy, such as the Gold Coast Mountain Bike Club and Nerang Trail Care Alliance, to be made more
readily available with greater resourcing and advertising. The local volunteer group have already completed some incredible trail advocacy
and maintenance work on the existing trail network and continue to promote a positive direction for the popular Nerang network.
8.3.2

User Riding Preference Data

Personal satisfaction with the current access to trails
Most the respondents indicated that they were satisfied with the level of access to the Nerang national Park trails they currently enjoy (68.1%).
Those that considered their access only average (28.4%) while those that were dissatisfied with their access to the trails was very small (3.5%),
noting no one indicated extreme dissatisfaction.
Favourite Trails in Nerang National Park Network
Of the respondents that gave an answer to this question (N=275) the following trails were noted:
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TRAIL NAME
Three Hills
Casuarina Grove
Commonwealth Games Circuits
Pete’s
Mongrels
Baileys
Barneys
Explosions
Happy Valley
Hateful 8
Lost World
Never Ending Story
Norco
Pandora
Top Drop
Vertigo
Widow Maker
Wimps
Wombat

STATUS
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised
Unauthorised

DIFFICULTY RATING
Blue Square
Green Circle
Black Diamond
Blue Square
Blue Square
Blue Square
Blue Square
Blue Square
Green Circle / Blue Square
Black Diamond
Blue Square
Blue Square
Black Diamond
Blue Square
Black Diamond
Black Diamond
Black Diamond
Black Diamond
Blue Square
TOTAL =

NUMBER
26
4
13
42
2
5
8
11
7
5
26
28
21
3
8
5
8
18
2
242

Where there were multiple options on a trail name no distinction is made in the table. The remaining respondents had small personal
preferences for other trails.
The most used trail appears, from the responses from respondents, is Pete’s, an approved Blue Square trail. This table also shows
considerable use of some un-authorised trails, in particular “Lost World” and “Never Ending Story” both of Blue Square level of difficulty and
“Wimps,” a Black Diamond trail.
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Attractor factors of the trail system at Nerang National Park
Respondents were asked to indicate what the most important factor is to them, when judging the attractiveness of riding in the Nerang
National Park. The following is the ranked list:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Quality of the trail
Location – close to home and/or population centre
Scenery/setting — the quality of the trail/s setting/local environment.
Length of trails available

Respondents were quite evenly split on what they saw as the aspects that attract them to ride at Nerang National Park when statistically
assembled over all the stated qualities; Location, Trail Quality, Aesthetics and Trail Length. When considered in isolation from each other
Location and Trail Quality were the main attractors for respondents to ride at NNP and who recorded these as their number one choice
(46.1% and 36.9% respectively). Length of the trail system and aesthetics were rated much lower (13.2% and 6.2% respectively), again for the
remainder of the respondents who recorded these as their first choice.
Trail Type Preference Data
When asked about the type of trails respondents enjoy riding currently there was a close split between “Open/fast and technical” and “Fast
and flowy” (79.0% and 72.0% respectively). A smaller response was found for “Tight and technical” (57.2%) and a much smaller response to
“Slow and flowy” (30.0%). The above is also reflected in the respondents’ preferential type of trail; 39.3% for “Fast/open and technical,"
36.2% for “Fast and flowy” and smaller numbers for the “Tight and technical” and “Slow and flowy” (18.3% and 6.2% respectively).

There is an interesting disconnect between the respondents’ answers to the question of trail difficulty and what they ride most and what they
prefer to ride. Intermediate (Blue Square) trails is what most respondents ride currently (58.3%) while most would actually prefer to ride
Advanced (Black Diamond) trails (52.4%). Notably, this does likely reflect an undersupply of Black Diamond trails in Nerang. The next most
popular trail difficulty ridden as stated by respondents is Advanced (Black Diamond) (35.0%), while the next trail difficulty respondents would
prefer to ride is actually Intermediate (Blue Square) (38.1%). Very few respondents have listed either Beginner or Extreme trails as either their
current ride difficulty or their preferred ride difficulty.
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Future Trail Development in NNP
When asked about future trail development potential Advanced (Black Diamond) and Intermediate (Blue Square) were both in the majority
(46.5% and 42.1% respectively) of responses. Furthermore, when asked about the style of future trail development; “Fast and technical”
(43.0%) and Fast and flowy (42.5%) vastly overrated either “Slow and technical” or “Slow and flowy” (8.8% and 5.7% respectively).
NNP Infrastructure Development Options
Supporting infrastructure development was rated by respondents, in order of what they believed was their highest personal priority for new
supporting infrastructure down to their lowest priority.

When all the answers were statistically combined, respondents wanted trail head signage and trail way marker signage the most, closely
followed by car-parking, trail maps, access to toilets and drinking water.
However, when the respondent’s answer to the most pressing need is considered trail head signage, trail way marking, and car-parking were
considered to be of most importance (25.0%, 22.3% and 22.1% respectively)
The top eight priorities in order of highest to lowest are as follows;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Trail Head Signage
Trail Way Marker Signage
Car parking
Toilets
Drinking Water
Trail Maps
Bike Wash Facilities
Shelter/tables.

The above data may act as a guide to land managers should they wish to develop supporting infrastructure for trails at the Nerang National
Park. Dirt Art suggests that as indicated by the survey results, that any initial infrastructure investment be directed to trail signage.
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8.3.3

General feedback

A number of final questions provided an opportunity for respondents to make general feedback into the proposal and the project more
generally. Key themes were;
-

General unhappiness around any trail closure was noted
Generally mixed views about future development priorities, though greater volume of advanced (Black Diamond) trails was a key
theme
A general interest in improving trail connectivity was noted
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8.4

Community Consultation Summary

The two-part community consultation process provided invaluable feedback from trail users both local and more broadly with a total of 333
respondents captured in the online survey on top of those that attended the meeting at Gold Coast Cycling Centre on 15 November 2018.
The consultation formed an integral part of the trail audit report as it represents the overarching views of the public users of the NNP network
of trails with specific insight into the natural aspirations and desired outcomes of the project. The trail plans were amended where possible in
relation to feedback from user groups. However, a fine balance was required to be equally considerate and sensitive to the framework to
which the land managers are held accountable for the National Park in which they operate.
8.4.1 Volunteers
A notable observation was the high proportion of online survey respondents 53.3% expressed their interested in being involved with
volunteer trail building activities should this be made available to them. This positive attribute is reflective of the passionate rider user group
that is associated with the locality and is evident in the sheer volume of informal trails that have been built in the NNP over the past years.

The passionate group of like-minded volunteers that form the Nerang Trail Care Alliance and Gold Coast Mountain Bike Club have done a
fantastic job in helping establish the vast network of trails into a community asset. The volunteer group dedicate the last Sunday of each
month to focusing coordinated efforts on addressing key areas identified as needing trail maintenance and/or upgrades. The Nerang Trail
Care Alliance work closely with the land managers (QPWS) and form an integral part of maintaining the popular community facility.
In that regard, the above also indicates that the volunteer trail care or building program in the Nerang National Park should continue to be
supported with adequate resources, open dialogue, and concerted efforts with the land manager in achieving an overarching goal of
improving the trail network in its entirety. The high quality of the trails is a testament to the dedication of the passionate and select group of
individuals that have volunteered their time and built the extensive network of trails. Thus, the trail audit report acknowledges this fact and
touches upon how this community resource can be potentially utilised and integrated into the formalisation process.
8.4.2 Trail Formalisation
There was an overwhelming desire expressed for the formalisation of the existing trails that currently make up the extensive mountain bike
network in Nerang. One aspect touched upon in the online survey was the priority of infrastructure needs for the NNP, of which trail signage
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was voiced as the top priority. Given only 25% of the trails in the National Park have been formalised, the request is to be expected and inline with the trail formalisation process for any informal trail network. This was recognised and highlight throughout the trail audit, which
identified the need for clearly articulated trail head signage and associated markers at all trail junctions.
8.4.3 Trail Closures
The initial feedback received from respondents and various mountain bike user groups in relation to the proposed trail closures was relatively
positive. This is due in part to most the trails recommended for closure being less popular trails and in most cases, were seldom ridden due to
the fact more recent trail additions have since superseded their relevance and popularity. An exception to this would be the three downhill
trails: Top Drop, Norco Flow, and Wimps. All three trails are graded as ‘Black Diamond’ in difficulty and share the same attributes of
unsustainable alignments in highly erodible soils, which have led to severe erosion and the primary reason for their recommended closure.
The two trails remain recommended for closure with suitable alternatives proposed. The third trail, Wimps, has subsequently been earmarked
as a trail for significant or major remediation works as a direct response to strong feedback from user groups expressing their desire to have
this trail retained during the consultation period.
8.4.4 Trail Style / Difficulty
The clear majority of trails in the NNP are graded as Blue Square and the trail audit has confirmed that these are in line with the difficulty
levels as specified by IMBA. Several attendees at the consultation evening expressed their desire to have these hand-built cross-country trails
retained and formalised. The trail audit report does not propose to alter the natural character of these trails, but instead, puts forward the
notion that minor remediation works are undertaken by local volunteers in a structure program to ensure the hand-built nuances of the trail
are not lost. The style of trail most popular is described as ‘open/fast and technical’ and ‘fast and flowy’.

An interesting disconnect was noted in online survey response for the question relating to what trail difficulty respondents ride regularly and
what they would prefer to ride. The majority indicated they ride Blue Square trails mostly, which is in line with the high proportion of trails of
this grade in the NNP network. However, 52.4% of respondents indicated they would prefer to ride Advanced (Black Diamond) trails, which
suggests a clear desire for a greater diversity of trails in the more difficult range.
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9 Trail Network Gap Analysis
Overview

9.1

The target area is populated with a high volume of intermediate (IMBA Blue Square) trails, with a much smaller selection of beginner (IMBA
Green Circle) trails, and even lower proportion of quality advanced-level (IMBA Black Diamond) trail offerings. Even after the proposed
difficulty grading adjustments identified earlier in this trail audit report, much of the trails still fall within the intermediate difficulty level with a
distinct shortfall in beginner and advanced trail options within the existing NNP network.
Despite the extensive network of trails, there is a clear shortage of sustained descending trails in the respective beginner and advanced
difficulty levels. Similarly, the same could be noted about dedicated Green Circle-rated climbing trails. However, the trail audit report
recognises that many the fire access roads in the NNP are in relatively good condition and follow easy/gradual alignments. Many of these fire
access roads are already utilised by riders throughout the network as the quickest method of ascension. Thus, the report prioritises its focus
on providing the outlined descending links that are currently missing in the NNP network while continuing to use the status quo of climbing
up fire access roads.
While establishment of these link trails are not critical, it would provide significant improvement to the functionality and quality of the riding
experience by offering a greater variety of trail options that address the current trail network gaps identified. The addition of the proposed
new trails would bring the ratio and representation of all trail difficulties to a more appropriate level.
The proposed new trails are the result of the following rationale;
-

Close gaps or missing links in the network
Diversify the riding experience
Capitalise on areas offering outstanding characteristics for high-quality, cost-effective trail development

Dirt Art suggests that there is potential to establish a significant network of trails in the area, including the exploration of zones not previously
utilised for trail development. A focus has been placed on outlining sections of trail that close immediate gaps in the network, and trails
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which offer a diversity of experience. These are predominately characterised by several proposed link trails that help consolidate the existing
trail network.
Generally speaking, the network has a number of missing links, which are detailed below and on the following the pages. The trail
experiences and types lacking in the current trail network are listed below;
-

-

-

A low offering of Green Circle or beginner trails – especially sustained/long primarily descending trails
o Green Circle trails generally take significantly more time and effort to construct – often omitted by volunteer or informal trail
builders who prefer to intermediate to advanced trails
o Utilising trail building professionals with machinery/mini excavators is often the most efficient and cost-effective method of
constructing these beginners’ trails that need to incorporate a wide trail tread and relatively flat/obstruction free trail surface
A low offering of Black Diamond or advanced trails – especially sustained/long primarily descending trails
o Advanced trail offerings allow riders to progress their skills and riding abilities
o Providing high-quality descending trails for the advanced/expert rider demographic can often alleviate the spread of informal
trail development as those creating these informal trails will more than likely be enthusiasts and not beginners/first-timers to
the sport
Sustainable Black Diamond or advanced trails
o Several trails in the network in the Black Diamond difficulty range were identified as being in areas not particularly conducive to
the style or type of trail built
o Often, the highly erodible soils in these areas were the main contributor to erosion issues as opposed to steep alignments or
gradients
o Adequate or appropriate drainage were often absent on these trails
o Utilising trail building professionals in this instance would negate these negative issues with appropriate site selection and bestpractice design and construction
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9.2

Proposed Trail Map
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9.2.1

Overview proposed new link trails

A total of 8.6km of new linking trails have been proposed to address the network gaps as identified earlier in this trail audit report. These trails
have been designed to facilitate improved network connectivity and to create a greater diversity of riding loop options – with a focus on
providing a greater variety of beginner-friendly descending trails. Trails have been designed to reside on generally moderate (5-10% average)
gradients, to ensure optimal riding flow and sustainability. Notably the alignments provided are desktop alignments only and do not
represent ground-truthed detailed trail designs.
9.2.2

Trail N1

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)

1.6
Green Circle

TRAIL DIRECTION

One-Way / Descending Only

SUMMARY
A long and gradually descending trail for beginners, which follows a generally contouring alignment with gentle gradients. The trail is
aimed at providing beginner riders with a longer descent while also giving the flexibility to link into the more challenging Pete’s Extension
track lower down.
The trail proposes to utilise the existing fire road as the primary climbing access.
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9.2.3

Trail N2

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
1.3
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)
Black Diamond
TRAIL DIRECTION
One-Way / Descending Only
SUMMARY
A challenging descending trail for intermediate to advanced riders that follows a similar alignment to the popular Three Hills trail. This area
has soils and terrain particularly conducive to trail building with noticeably higher proportions of rock and clay. The rocky terrain can be
utilised to create natural trail features and help promote skills progression for local riders.

9.2.4

Trail N3

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
1.8
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)
Green Circle
TRAIL DIRECTION
One-Way / Climbing Only
SUMMARY
A long and gentle climbing trail for beginners, which follows a generally contouring alignment with mellow gradients. The trail is aimed at
providing beginner riders with an easy climb and extended trail loop by joining into the new proposed N1 descent to the east.
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9.2.5

Trail N4

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
0.7
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)
Blue Square
TRAIL DIRECTION
One-way / Climbing Only
SUMMARY
The proposed climbing trail allows riders to access the northern trail network from the popular 3 Musketeers and assorted Happy Valley
trails. The climbing trail starts at the trail junction between 3 Musketeers, Happy Valley (Green), and Happy Valley (Blue). A gradual climb
out of the valley takes riders up to Baileys or, alternatively, the open to continue climbing on the proposed N5 trail trails located in the
north-western sector of the National Park.

9.2.6

Trail N5

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
1.2
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)
Blue Square
TRAIL DIRECTION
One-way / Ridden east to west
SUMMARY
The proposed one-way trail provides a connection between Baileys and the north-western trail network – joining onto the popular Never
Ending Story and the longer distanced Pandora. The trail could be used as an alternative to the Upper Baileys trail, which has been
identified as requiring significant remediation works. N5 crosses the existing fire road into a zone that has flatter terrain – eliminating the
issues of erodible soils and steep side slopes that the trails to the south of the fire road currently exhibit. The trail then heads west and
crosses the fire road, re-joining the popular section of Baileys that takes riders down to Vertigo.
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9.2.7

Trail N6

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
0.8
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)
Blue Square
TRAIL DIRECTION
One-Way / Descending Only
SUMMARY
The proposed descending trail provides a more sustainable link to the Lower GGs trail by utilising a series of switchbacks and more gradual
gradients along the existing ridgeline. The current trail (top section of Pitts Folly) follows an unsustainable alignment straight down the fall
line. This section of trail is proposed to be closed and revegetated.
The trail proposes to utilise GGs as the primary climbing trail access and forms a looped circuit with Lower GGs.

9.2.8

Trail N7

TRAIL LENGTH (KM)
1.2
PROPOSED TRAIL DIFFICULTY (IMBA)
Black Diamond
TRAIL DIRECTION
One-Way / Descending Only
SUMMARY
The proposed descending trail utilises part of the existing Norco Flow downhill trail that has been recommended for closure. N7 proposes
to replicate the trail style and experience a more sustainable alignment that is located further away from the existing fire road. It was
identified during the trail audit that the steep fire road was contributing largely to the erosion issues on the Norco Flow trail due to its close
proximity. Several waterbar drains were diverting surface runoff directly onto the Norco Flow trail, creating a substantial drainage and
erosion problem. Hence, N7 has been realigned to remove this contributing factor
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10 Proposed Riding Loops
The following section details several suggested ridding loops that cater for various rider abilities and fitness. The loops are comprised of a
select few of existing, proposed, and sections of trail that are identified as providing a consistent level of trail difficulty and enjoyable
experience for a rider that is unfamiliar with the Nerang National Park network of trails.
The proposed routes are not exhaustive by any means, as the creativity of local riders that frequent the network would far outweigh the
recommended loops proposed in this report. Local riders would no doubt have their own preferences and favourites that they like to string
together on their regular rides, which would be flexible to time constraints and other factors. As such, the eight (8) loops suggested in this
Trail Audit Report offer a variety of the various trail characteristics and unique experiences available in the NNP. The loops are mindful of
creating a fine balance between climbing and descending.
The loops can also be utilised as ‘stacked loops’, giving riders with greater fitness or time the option to extend their ride by linking the
proposed loops together – especially as riders travel further towards the western sectors of the trail network. Similarly, the plethora of
interlinking trails in the network can be utilised to connect the proposed loops while also allowing riders to repeat sections should they wish
to.
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10.1 L1 Map
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10.2 Loop L1
LOOP
NUMBER
L1

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
Fire Road, N1, 1A - Casuarina Circuit

TDRS
GRADING
Green Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
3.9

DESCRIPTION
The short 3.9km beginner loop represents the next level of progression from the existing Goanna Track and Casuarina Circuit, both rated as
Green Circle difficulty trails. It will be a fantastic introduction for beginner riders to a more sustained descending trail with smaller bermed
corners and rolling undulations (roller) / features
The beginner’s loop takes riders up the eastern side of the Nerang National Park, utilising the fire road as the primary climbing access route.
Once at the top, riders descend via the newly proposed N1 trail, which provides a gentle and flow descending trail – connecting into the
end of the existing Casuarina Circuit trail. The loop can be ridden multiple times and is conveniently located to the trail head.
Riders can choose to split the descent/climb in half utilising a short section of Petes Extension trail, which provides an access to the fire road
climb.
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10.3 L2 Map
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10.4 Loop L2
LOOP
NUMBER
L2

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
N3, Fire Road, N1, 1A - Casuarina Grove Circuit

TDRS
GRADING
Green Circle

DISTANCE
(KM)
5.3

DESCRIPTION
L2 provides beginner riders with a moderate level of fitness a longer ride option. It utilises the newly proposed N3 climbing trail and
traverses across to link into the newly proposed N1 descending trail. The loop joins into the existing Casuarina Circuit trail towards the end
and allows riders to ride the loop consecutively if they wish to extend their ride.
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10.5 L3 Map
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10.6 Loop L3
LOOP
NUMBER
L3

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
N3, 4 – Mongrels, 2B – Petes, 2A – Petes Extension, 1A - Casuarina Grove Circuit, Fire Road

TDRS
GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
7.9

DESCRIPTION
L3 utilises the same Green Circle graded N3 climbing trail but chooses a more technically and physically challenging route. The loop utilises
the popular Mongrels trail, which includes a fast and flowing descent leading into a short and sustained climb. Riders then drop into the
existing Petes trail, utilising it as a descent all the way through to Petes Extension and eventually into the bottom of Casuarina Circuit.
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10.7 L4 Map
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10.8 Loop L4
LOOP
NUMBER
L4

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
N3, 5 - Three Hills

TDRS
GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
5.2

DESCRIPTION
The short L4 loop utilises the Green Circle graded N3 climbing trail and drops straight into the popular Three Hills trail. The loop provides
an easier climbing trail to the top of the Three Hills trail – an alternative to the existing fire road or riding up the Three Hills trail (not
recommended). Given the sheer volume of riders that are shown in the Trail Audit Report to ride the Three Hills trail on a regular basis, it
was important to provide a dedicated climbing trail for riders to help prevent two-way traffic and associated issues on a popular trail that is
predominately enjoyed as a descent.
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10.9 L5 Map
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10.10 Loop L5
LOOP
NUMBER
L5

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
9A – New Exit Track (Roys), 9B - Roys, 9C – Rainforest, 9D – Goanna Link, 9E – 3 Musketeers, N4,
N5, 21 – Never Ending Story, 20 – Explosions, 18A – Baileys, 16A – Wombats, 13 – Happy Valley
(Blue), 12- Upper Happy Valley, 11 – Exit Track (Upper Happy Valley)

TDRS
GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
10.8

DESCRIPTION
The proposed loop brings riders into the centre of the Nerang network of trails, utilising existing trails that gradually ascend to the base of
the newly proposed N4 and N5 climbing trails. The L5 loop requires a greater level of physical fitness with short and steeper sections of
climbing, which brings riders across a prominent ridgeline that run through the Nerang National Park on an east to west alignment.
Once riders gain the ridgeline, they are rewarded with fun and flowy ride along the popular Never Ending Story before rolling into the
fantastic Explosions descent. Riders have the option at this point to pedal back along the existing fire road and re-ride the Never Ending
Story/Explosions trails. Alternatively, the loop utilises a mixture of Baileys, Wombats, Happy Valley (Blue), and Exit Track (Upper Valley Track)
and descending trails – bringing riders back to the starting point of the L5 loop.
L5 can be used as a gateway trail loop to access the more remote and rugged trails located in the western sectors of the NNP trail network.
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10.11 L6 Map
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10.12 Loop L6
LOOP
NUMBER
L6

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
21 – Never Ending Story, 27 – GGs, 28 – GGs Extension, 30 – Lost World, 25 – Avatar, R3 Pandora

TDRS
GRADING
Blue Square

DISTANCE
(KM)
13.8

DESCRIPTION
L6 represents one of the longer distance loops in the network, especially considering the location of its start/finish is in the centre of the
network. Riders would typically cover between 25-30kms as a minimum if they embark on this loop – depending which combination of trails
they utilise to arrive at its start point.
The loop is predominately undulating and takes in some of the most scenic and unique trail experiences within the Nerang National Park.
The trails are remote and present a genuine wilderness experience for riders, especially on the Lost World trail – a truly special trail and
popular amongst local riders. The proposed loop is not recommended for beginner riders and catered for individuals that have more fitness
and are comfortable riding Blue Square trails with a narrower hand-benched trail tread.
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10.13 L7 Map
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10.14 Loop L7
LOOP
NUMBER
L7

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
N3, N2, 7 – Comm Games Loop 2, 6 – Comm Games Loop 1

TDRS
GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
5.1

DESCRIPTION
L7 utilises the N3 climbing trail to gain access to the newly proposed Black Diamond N2 descending trail. The trail’s proximity to the main
trail head will make this loop particularly popular with intermediate/advanced riders that are limited with time and wish to maximise their
descending opportunities while having a relatively easy climb.
The bottom portion of the N2 descent leads riders into the technically challenging Comm Games Loop 2, before finishing on the popular
Comm Games Loop 1. L7 gives riders the option to bypass Comm Games Loop 2, utilising the bottom portion of Three Hills, before rejoining the loop on Comm Games Loop 1.
The addition of the technically challenging and sustained descent provides riders with a series of trails from which to progress their skills in a
zone that is conveniently located to the trail head and primary access point to the NNP trail network. Utilising the same N3 climbing trail,
riders can choose between a Green Circle descent (N1) as a warm-up, a Blue Square descent (Three Hills), or challenge themselves on the
newly proposed N2 descent.
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10.15 L8 Map
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10.16 Loop L8
LOOP
NUMBER
L8

TRAILS INCLUDED IN LOOP
18C – Baileys, 31 – Vertigo, 26 – Terminator, N6, 29 – Lower GGs, 27 – GGs, 22 – Super Loop,

TDRS
GRADING
Black Diamond

DISTANCE
(KM)
11.5

DESCRIPTION
L8 provides a more traditional cross-country style of trail experience for intermediate to advanced riders. The proposed loop is orientated
towards riders that have a high degree of fitness and technical ability to enjoy the constantly undulating topography of the trail. The loop
incorporates two very narrow and exposed trails known as Vertigo and Terminator. Although the two challenging trails do not contain any
extreme features, the combination of the tight trail tread and high degree of exposure makes them Black Diamond given their low
receptibility to mistakes or rider error.
A more challenging alternative would be to include the popular Lost World and Pandora trails into the loop, in other words, integrated the
northern half of the proposed L6 loop described earlier in this Trail Audit Report.
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11 Implementation Plan
11.1 Trail Formalisation
The trail audit confirmed the majority of the trails were predominately well-built, generally followed sound alignments, and were in reasonable
condition given the high volume of rider traffic that many of the trails in the network experience. As a result of the community consultation, it
was clear that users of the extensive network were particularly passionate about their local trails and keen to see much of it formalised with
appropriate signage being a major point of priority. Furthermore, there was a large proportion of respondents (53.3%) in the online survey
that expressed their keen interest in undertaking volunteer trail activities if it were made available to them. Due to the extensive nature of the
network and associated time and cost to implement a comprehensive formalisation process, it would be prudent to analyse the existing trail
maintenance program and provide a more strategic approach to activating or integrating a volunteer trail advocacy program into the
implementation plan.
The implementation plan detailed below proposes to utilise the collective resources of Queensland Parks and Wildlife Services, local
volunteers, sub-contractors, as well as professional trail building companies to undertake the trail formalisation works identified in this trail
audit report. There is a strong focus on maintaining the integrity and original design intent of the existing trails to ensure the user experience
does not diminish as a result of the proposed formalisation process. Several respondents of the online survey and attendees of the
community consultation session expressed their wish to retain the existing character and charm of their existing trails. To achieve this, a large
component of the remediation tasks is specifically allocated to certain parties and/or contractors with respect to their expertise and efficiency
in undertaking the works.
11.1.1 Signage
A suitably qualified professional with an understanding of mountain biking and IMBA standards should be engaged to undertake the design
of a comprehensive trail signage plan for the entire NNP network. The signage should be designed to best practice IMBA standards and be
in-line with the land manager’s specific management plan. The trail audit report recognises the existing signage for the already formalised
trails is of an acceptable standard and clearly depicts the key elements that are found in a well-designed signage system.
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11.1.2 Minor Upgrades
The vast majority of the minor remediation works identified on the listed trails were to do with removing existing fallen logs or degraded
timberwork to promote better trail flow and user safety. This relatively straight-forward task would be best suited to volunteers with a wellstructured plan to undertake the various tasks on a trail-by-trail basis in conjunction with the logistics support of a sub-contractor or QPWS
staff in helping to remove some of these structures/materials. It is recommended that a suitably qualified professional trail company
undertakes a final inspection and relating sign-off of the trails once these minor works are completed before officially opening the trail to
ensure consistency is maintained throughout the NNP network.
11.1.3 Major Upgrades
Major upgrade works have been categorised as those requiring significant remediation works involving substantial expertise or relating
resources. Most commonly, the two major upgrade works identified during the trail audit report have been primarily related to installing
appropriate trail drainage and extensive re-routes and/or rock armouring to replace degraded timber bridges.

Several trails listed as requiring major upgrades are built in areas of highly erodible soils and without proper drainage installed frequently and
strategically throughout the trail, a great deal of erosion has evidently eventuated and degraded the trails over the course of time. The
erosion caused is not easily fixed without the use of mechanised tools and equipment and in some cases, a closure of that particular section
of trail may be deemed necessary with a process of rehabilitation to be completed of the said area. Trail remediation works in these cases go
beyond tasks that could be quickly and effectively undertaken by volunteers and would instead, benefit greatly from the expertise of a
professional trail builder in ensuring the future sustainability of the trail is upheld.
The latter task has been highlighted as being of major significance as it relates to safety; with the old structures currently posing as a serious
hazard to trail users. A clear example of this would be the long span bridge on the existing Pandora trail, which is particularly exposed and
through a steep gully section that requires major re-routing in order to avoid a similar off-ground crossing. It would be worthwhile to note
here that the land manager has strongly expressed their concerns for timber structures due to the frequency of fire control operations within
the National Park. During back burning operations, these timber structures become readily exposed and susceptible to damage with no
guarantee of their structural integrity should the case of them being burned eventuates. It is for this reason; the avoidance of timber bridges is
a high priority with the land manager and the subsequent exploration of alternative treatments such as rock armoured gully crossings or
realignments is recommended.
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For the reasons outlined above, it is recommended that a suitably qualified professional trail builder is engaged to undertake the works as the
complexity and scale of the works exceeds the normal expectation of a volunteers’ capacity and competency to compete the required works.
Utilising the professional aptitude of a qualified trail builder will also remove the issue of subjectivity that might otherwise hinder the proper
judgement of a technical trail feature or structure and its suitability to be retained on the specified trail.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R1 – CCTV
R2 – Upper Baileys
R3 – Pandora
R4 – 911
R5 – Netti
R6 – Wimps
R7 – Hateful8

11.1.4 Trail Closures
The following trails listed are recommended for closure for reasons pertaining to their unsustainable alignments and the subsequent
environmental damage that has occurred as a result of insufficient drainage. The trails represent a small percentage of the entire network and
their recommended closure has undergone substantial scrutiny in terms of their ineligibility to be categorised as ‘Major Upgrades’. Closures
have taken into consideration the feedback received from the community consultation, trail usage, and the governing principles of the land
manager. Where closures have been recommended, a suitable alternative has been identified or proposed in the form of a new trail with a
more sustainable alignment.

Top Drop is a short and steep trail that takes riders to the start of Pipeline, which is a trail marked for closure and specifically identified by the
land managers as not being in line with their management policy – that is, following an alignment directly down an existing gully. Both trails
have therefore been recommended for closure with suitable alternatives put forward in the proposed new trails – N1 and N2 specifically.
Norco Flow follows an unsustainable alignment directly parallel and within close proximity to a steep fire road, which has resulted in severe
erosion as a result of the overland flow of water directly off the fire road. The proposed N7 trail seeks to replace this trail with a more suitable
alternative and provide a more sustainable alignment that is uninhibited by the issues relating to the fire road.
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The only exception is the ‘Upper GGs’ trail, which has been identified as being suitable for closure as it is directly replicated both in terms of
its alignment and trail experience by the two existing trails to its north: GGs and Lower GGs. The Strava Heatmap usage data obtained during
the trail audit report goes further to substantiate the low volume of user traffic on this trail.
•
•
•
•
•

C1 – Pipeline
C2 – Top Drop
C3 – Norco Flow
C4 – Upper GGs
C5 – Pitts Folly

11.2 New Trails
All trail construction works relating to new trails is recommended to be undertaken by a suitably qualified professional trail building company.
This is to ensure a certain level of continuity is maintained throughout these trails through the use of specialist trail building design, resources,
and expertise. These trails have all been identified as being machine-built with the employment of mini-excavators as the primary mode of
construction. The use of machines in this case are respective of specifically creating a diversity in trail options within the current network as
well as balancing the value for money achieved by utilising the efficiencies gained via this mode of professionally-built trail.
The proposed trail developments have been categorised into their priority of implementation according to their overall contribution to the
existing NNP network with precedence given to those located closer to the main trail hub. The exception to this is N7, which proposes to
replace a popular downhill track that is currently recommended for closure in this trail audit report. It is clearly evident in the four trails
proposed in the ‘high priority’ list is rated in the ‘Green Circle’ and ‘Black Diamond’ IMBA difficulty ratings respectively. These two difficulty
grades were identified in the Trail Network Gap Analysis as being a priority for future trail development.
11.2.1
•
•
•
•

High Priority
N1 – Green Circle / 1.6km
N2 – Black Diamond / 1.3km
N3 – Green Circle / 1.8km
N7 – Black Diamond / 1.3km
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11.2.2
•
•
•

Low Priority
N4 – Blue Square / 0.7km
N5 – Blue Square / 1/2km
N6 – Blue Square / 0.8km
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12 Conclusion
The Nerang National Park (NNP) site offers a beginner-intermediate network of trails, located a short distance from the CBD of the Gold
Coast, Queensland. The NNP network contains a generally well-built and maintained suite of mountain biking trails, providing a network of
riding opportunities that are highly popular with local and visiting riders. The area has a strong history of mountain bike use, with the more
recent 2018 Commonwealth Games XCO event bolstering the destination’s already strong reputation of having a substantial network of
quality mountain bike trails. The NNP network is a highly valuable and important riding destination for a region that has an undeniably strong
mountain bike culture, though both local use and tourist visitation. There is a distinct focus in the network on trails that provide a traditional
cross-country experience with the bulk of the hand-built trails in the intermediate (Blue Square) difficulty range.
Over recent years the area has experienced a rapidly expanding reputation and subsequent increase in mountain bike trail users. The
significant growth in mountain biking and its popularity is synonymous to other destinations around the country with local networks seeing
more frequent use by an ever-expanding demographic of riders.
The Trail Audit Report process has focused on identifying any required trail upgrade and maintenance works, network organisation and
rationalisation, while having a strong focus on the utilisation and improvement of existing trails. The audit process has focused on trail
sustainability concerns, while also making a number of recommendations regarding potential improvements to trail links and the associated
user experience.
An initial emphasis has been placed on recommending mountain bike trail upgrades and formalisation in order of their priority. This focus
allows for a cost-effective, achievable implementation phase, which will provide a high-quality, safe and sustainable trail network for all trail
users.
Mountain biking is one of the world’s fastest growing adventure sport activities in the world and encompasses users across all ages and
demographics. Mountain bike riders are typically mid to high income earners and have a propensity to travel- making them an attractive
target market for growth in tourism and economic development. Dirt Art suggests that the NNP trail network would benefit greatly from the
formalisation the selected trails identified in this trail audit report. The relating improvements in the proposed formalisation process would
provide a safer and more enjoyable experience for riders – especially those visiting the region. General remediation works such as clear
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signage, appropriate drainage, clearing trail obstructions, and the replacement of existing bridges are some of the tasks identified as having a
dramatic impact on the overall sustainability and safety of the network.
The NNP site is a highly valuable local-level trail network, which provides an easily accessed, quality mountain bike experience for locals and
visiting riders. The approach outlined in this report provides a clear pathway towards ensuring the area remains a safe and sustainable
network of trails suitable for all rider abilities. Furthermore, the proposed trail expansion options highlight key gaps in the trail network that
could benefit immensely from additional mountain bike trails.
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13 Appendix One – IMBA TDRS
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14 Appendix Two – Cost Estimates
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15 Appendix Three – Trail Construction Specifications
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16 Appendix Four – Remediation Works List
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